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Abstract. In recent years, there are many researches for routing lookup.
Most of them can achieve high average search throughput for IPv4, but
they are slow in the updating speed and cannot suit to 128 bits IPv6
address even in hardware architecture. This paper proposed a routing
lookup system which contains an ASIC of routing lookup table and off-
chip memory sets. In the performance analysis, 91.89 % routing entries
of the routing table can be searched in one memory access, and the worst
case about 10% needs two memory accesses. The routing lookup system
approaches 213.4 Mlps (109.26 Gb/s). It is enough to satisfy the high
speed link OC-768 (40Gb/s) with 150000 routing entries.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there are many researches for routing lookup. [1, 2] create routing
lookup table with trie. [3] proposed hierarchical hardware architecture for IPv4
routing lookup. They can achieve high average search throughput for IPv4, but
they cannot suit to 128 bits IPv6 address. [4, 5, 6] proposed routing lookup with
CAM, and all match action only needs one clock cycle. But it needs special
mechanisms to solve the sorting problem and expensive, especially TCAM.

This paper proposes a routing lookup system which contains an ASIC and
off-chip RAM for IPv6. The routing scheme is based on the prefix length distri-
bution of 6Net routing tables. In the proposed system, the lookup speed with
281.69Mlps can satisfy the requirement of OC-768, and only needs 20.04KB
TCAM, 10.24KB BCAM, and 29.29MB RAM for 150000 routing entries.

2 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the system architecture which composed of an ASIC and a mem-
ory set stores routing table. The off-chip RAM is with two hierarchical levels.
First level is composed of 3 hash tables, and second level is a pure SRAM ta-
ble. The hash tables store routing entries with prefix equal to 32, 48 and 64
respectively.

The ASIC has the complete functions, including inserting, searching, updating
and deleting. Moreover, it focus on 1-64 bits of IPv6 address (network ID).
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Fig. 1. The routing lookup system

Table 1. The entropy of various hash functions

Hash index Hash function
Bit extraction Fletch checksum XOR folding CRC

12 11.9694 11.9714 11.9753 11.977

80% hit ratio is guaranteed on the chip. The CAM is used as an on-chip memory
for the fast search in the ASIC, and cache replacement algorithm and FIFO are
used.

3 Hash Scheme

Table 1 shows the entropy of various hash functions by different schemes. The
simulation trace is based on TANET[7] network. It consists of 7.66157 million
entries in a period of one hour, and there are 43867 distinct destination addresses.
The hash functions are used to simulate Bit Extraction, Fletch Checksum, XOR
Folding, and CRC.

Table 1 shows that CRC is the best scheme for the hash function, but it re-
quires complex computation. The XOR folding is also an excellent hash function
and simple to be implemented in hardware, so it is used in our scheme.

4 Cache Replacement Algorithm

When a cache misses, the new referenced data needs to be inserted into the
cache table. The simulation analyzed five cache replacement algorithms. These
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Table 2. The simulation results of cache replacement algorithms

No. of cache entries LRU mLRU (4 seg.) mLRU (16 seg.) SF-LRU LFU FIFO
64 54.72% 45.84% 36.20% 57.15% 48.65% 49.21 %
128 61.50% 49.91% 42.21% 64.10% 55.71% 56.07 %
512 73.52% 64.10% 49.91% 79.66% 71.97% 72.06 %
1024 79.78% 71.50% 57.33% 87.32% 85.76% 81.19 %

Table 3. The routing lookup speed in ideal case

Cache hit Clock period Clock period Average routing Lookup speed Provide line
ratio on chip off chip lookup time rate (64B)
60% 3.3 ns 3.3 ns 6.072 ns 164.69Mlps 84.32 Gb/s

5 ns 6.82 ns 146.63Mlps 75.07 Gb/s
10 ns 9.02 ns 110.86Mlps 56.76 Gb/s

70% 3.3 ns 3.3 ns 5.379 ns 185.91Mlps 95.19 Gb/s
5 ns 5.94 ns 168.35Mlps 86.2Gb/s

10 ns 7.59 ns 131.75Mlps 67.46 Gb/s
80% 3.3 ns 3.3 ns 4.686 ns 213.4Mlps 109.26 Gb/s

5 ns 5.06 ns 197.63Mlps 101.19 Gb/s
10 ns 6.16 ns 162.34Mlps 83.12 Gb/s

five algorithms are FIFO [8], LRU [8], mLRU[9], SF-LRU[10], and LFU [11]. The
simulation results are shown in Table 2.

In the simulation, SF-LRU and LFU have good performance. But SF-LRU
and LFU need counters to record the last reference time and sorting action is too
complex in hardware. FIFO has good performance and 81.19% hit ratio with
1024 entries. It is enough in network traffic. It is simple for hardware design and
only needs one register to record the next CAM address.

5 Efficiency Analysis

CCUEE SOC Lab proposes a PF-CDPD CAM [12]. Its clock period can approach
3.3 ns when CAM size is 1024 × (64 + 8). We assume the ideal off-chip clock
period can approach the ASIC’s speed, i.e., 3.3 ns. We refer to the actual SRAM
clock period (5 ns) and CAM clock period (10 ns). The analysis results of lookup
speed in ideal case is shown Table 3. The lookup speeds can satisfy the OC-768
requirement. The best ideal lookup speed is 213.4Mlps with 80% hit ratio.

Table 4. The comparison with the related works

Our Scheme BDD [1] IPv4/IPv6 dual [5] Fast TCAM [4]
Implement hardware software hardware hardware

method (TCAM) (TCAM)
Worst search 2 memory access depend on 7-stage 3 clock cycle latency,

latency trie depth pipeline 1 clock is 5 ns
Lookup 213.4Mlps 168.6Mlps for 100 Mlps 200Mlps
speed (150000 prefixes) 29487 prefixes

Memory TCAM: 20.04KB, non-available non-available 21MB capacity,
size CAM: 10.24KB, 21632 entries

RAM: 29.29 MB
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6 Conclusion

The IPv6 routing lookup system is proposed with a routing lookup ASIC and a
memory set. The scheme is based on the prefix length distribution of 6Net rout-
ing tables. The first level in the proposed routing table can cover about 91.89%
routing entries. The ASIC has the complete routing lookup functions: insert,
search, update, and delete. A FIFO is used as cache replacement algorithm in
the proposed architecture by using a CAM with 1024 entries. It can guarantee
80% hit ratio, so the speed can approach 213.4Mlps and satisfy the require-
ment of OC-768. The system only needs 20.04KB TCAM, 10.24KB BCAM,
and 29.29MB RAM for 150000 routing entries. Table 4 shows the comparison
with the related works.
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